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..\BSTRACT 
This paper deals with the method of moments of Vorobyev. which ix a particular 
case of (;alerkin's method. This method ix generalized in different wavs. and some of 
its properties ~u'e studied in detail. As an application, it is showed that the Lanczos 
method for solving systems of linear equations can be derived from it and that some 
generalizations could be obtained. 
l. INTROI)UCTION 
The method of moments of Vorobvev [68] is at the crossing of such 
important opics as the method of (,alerkin and the problem of moments, 
which received much attention in the works of Chebyshev, tteine, Markov, 
Stieltjes, and others during the last century. It also has connections with the 
method of averaging fimctional corrections [49] and some other prqection 
,nethods [43]. 
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The method of moments has applications in orthogonal polynomials, 
continued fractions, quadrature, methods for solving systems of linear and 
nonlinear equations, control theory, extrapolation methods, and differential 
and integral equations. See [3, 4, 18, 20, 51] for some of these applications. In
particular, the. method of moments was vcry useful in obtaining some 
convergence theorems for sequences of Pad6 and Pad6-t)t~e approximants 
[33-35]. In finite-dimensional spaces, the method of moments has very 
important applications, since moments and matrices are closely related, as 
explained in [41]. Bounds for matrix moments pro~Sde bounds on the error of 
iterative methods for solacing systems of linear equations [29]. The Lanczos 
method [44, 45] tor solving systems of linear equations can also be derived 
from the method of moments. Such an approach was already considered, hut 
not fillly developed, in [68] and [38] ~br example. Several other methods for 
linear systems connected with Lanczos's are thus also related to the method 
of moments. This is the case for the CGS of Sonneveld [64] and tht~ 
Bi-C(,STAB of van der Vorst [67]. The Lanczos method (and thus the 
method of moments) is closely related to the qd and I,R algorithms [36, 58, 
65]. The method of moments and Krylov subspace methods also have 
applications in the solution of nonlinear operators [16, 19, 21, 54], and, in 
particular, they can be combined with Newton's method [53, 52]. 
Thus, because of its crucial role in many applications, the method of 
moments has to be studied on a strong theoretical basis. The aim of this 
paper is to explain the method of moments in a more general setting than 
Hilbert spaces as done by Vorobyev [68] and then to use oblique projections 
instead of the orthogonal ones. In the applications of the method of mo- 
ments, the polynomials denoted by/;~ below are very important, in particular 
in the Lanczos method [44, 45] anti its generalizations, since, apart from a 
multiplying factor, they are the residual polynomi~fls used in tht~se methods. 
The polynomials Pk will also be related to biorthogonal polynomials, and they 
will lead us to determinantal expressions for the residuals computed by these 
methods. For this reason we shall study them with particular care, gixing 
their properties and correcting, in passing, some inaccuracies of [68]. As an 
application of the method of moments, we shall treat thc Lanczos method 
[44, 45] for solving systems of linear equations, thus providing another 
approach to it. Some possible generalizations will also be evoked. They are 
studied in more detail in [7, 8]. 
In the second section, we shall present he setting of the paper, which is 
based on the general interpolation problem and on (,alerkin's method. Some 
theoretical results will be given. In the third section, we shall obtain a 
generalization of the method of moments of Vorobyev based on obliqne 
projections. Section 4 will be devoted to the Lanczos method and some 
generalizations. 
METttODS OF VOROBYEV AND I,ANCZOS 
2. BIORTHOGONALITY  AND ( ,ALERKIN'S METHOD 
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l,et E be a vector space and E* its algebraic dual. l,et l:;j, = 
span(uo , - . . , ta t - l ) ,  where u o . . . . .  u k i E E. Lel I-o, LI . . . . .  Lk L be k 
linear fimctionals in E*. It is well known [.9.4] that if uo . . . . .  tq I arc linearly 
i,Mependent in E~ and if I.,, . . . . .  L~_, are linearly independent in b'/~, thvn 
the determinant 
G k = 
I . , , ( , , , , )  . . .  I . , , ( , ,~ , )  
L~,. ](u,,) "'" Lt_ . , (u t_ , )  
is different from zero. Conversely. if either u,  . . . . .  u t  L or  I. o . . . . .  I. t j are  
linearl'¢ independent and G~ 4= 0. then the other set is also linearly in(lepen- 
dent. 
REMARK. 1,et us emphasize an important point which is often wrongly 
tuulerstood in the e~tse k = I. E~' is the dual space of El, that is, the set of 
all linear fimctionals on E I. Thus every L ~ E~' has the form aL 0, where a 
is a scalar. If Lo(u  o) =0 then VL e E~' we shall have L(u o )=0,  which 
shows that such a linear functional L ,  cannot  be used for defining E~'. In 
other words, this is the definition of linear dependence: L o is lim.arlv 
dependent if ::la :~ 0 such that aLo  = 0; see [24]. 
We shall now assume that the preceding assumptions on the linear 
independence of the u(s and the L[s hold for all k. 
We consider the u*'s and the *' L i S given l)v 
L , , (u , , )  . . .  L,,(u,) [
L,_ ,(,,,,),,  ... I,, ,,'("') , i := 1.2 . . . . .  
z . *= 1 
Gi, I 
L,,(,,,,) ... I . , ( , , , )  . 
L o . . .  L i 
i=1 .2  . . . . .  
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with G 0 = 1, u~ = u 0, and L~ = Lo/Lo(uo). These expressions denote 
respectively the elements u* ~ E,, i and L* ~ E*+ 1 which art." the combina- 
tions obtained by expanding these determinants with respect o their last row 
by using the classical rules for expanding a de.terminant. 
Denoting by' ( •. • ) the duality between F* and E [that is, VL ~ E* and 
Vf~ E, (L , f )  = C(f)]  we have 
< c* ,  , , ;  ) = ¢ , .  i. j = 0, 1 . . . . . .  
{ I~, u~'} is called a biorthogonal lhmilv. 
The following properties are e~sily ~checked: 
(L j , , , * )  = ( tZ , , , j )  = 0 
(L~,u*) = G,+I/G~, 
( I * ,  ui) = 1. 
It follows that 
k 
c~+,  = I-[<L,, , ,~*).  
i=0  
for j = 0 . . . . .  i - l, 
We have, for k = O, 1 . . . . .  
(L,,R k) = (L~.f) for i = 0 . . . . .  k -  1. 
Thanks to the uniqueness of such a B k, it is easy to see that 
k- I  
R~ = ~2 <L*,,¢),,,*. 
i=0  
= /-I k +a  ku~' ,  k = 0 ,1  . . . . .  
Let f ~ E. There is a strong connection bev, veen biorthogonali~, and the 
general inteq~olati(m problenl which consists ill finding 1{ k ~ E k, for k > 1, 
such that 
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with R. = 0 and 
a t = 
(1 ,k , J ' -  t i t )  
( L t , u~ ) 
= ( l~, . f>.  
Thus we shall filrluallv write 
z( 
. f~ E ai",*, 
i - I )  
which is the Fourier ex-pansion of.f .  
lwt I f  t be the ]ine, ar mapi>ing on E defined by 
l i f t  = I t  k . 
Then l i  t R t = IIk and thus t tk 2 = H k, which shows that I1 k is a t)rojection 
ml E t and that R k is the tnlncated formal expansion of f corresponding to 
the t)iorthogonal family{L*, uT}. Moreover, from the interpolation conditions 
given above, it is easy to see that t i t ( ' )  is giwii by 
#I , ( . )  - 
0 
] (I , , , , .  > 
(1,~__~,.) 
I I 0  " ' "  I l k  1 
(L,,, uo) "'" ( L , ,  u~, i ) 
(Lk 1.%5 "'" (l-k l , " * -~)  
Indeed, we have 
(1 , , ,  l l f f )  - 
0 
I ( l , , , , f> 
C, k 
( I , ,  l ' f )  
(Lo,  u . )  "'" (L,,, uk I) 
(Lk_ 1. u,,) "'" ( L~_ i . . k  ,) 
= (L , , f )  
fbr i = I) . . . . .  k - 1, and the result follows from the uniqueness argument 
tbr R~. 
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Approximating f by Hkf is known as the Galerkin method, and we have 
for all f~  E and for i = 0 , . . . ,  k - 1 
I( L*, f -- Rk >[ ~< L*, f - E aS" 
j=o I I  
tbr "all possible choices of o% . . . . .  ak-1, since the left-hand side of this 
inequality is zero, Moreover, 
f - Hkf " E ( l~,f)u*" 
i=k  
We have the following properties: 
uk - Hkuk = u~, 
(Li,u k -Hku  k) =0 for i=0  . . . . .  k -  1, 
0, 
u~ -Hku  ~ = u~, 
We have, for all f ~ E, 
i<~k- l ,  
i>k- l .  
f 110 "'" I l k -  1 




f -  H~f = -A- 
t., k 
<L~-l,f> (Lk - l ,u0)  .'" (L~_i,Uk_a) 
(L , , f -  Hkf) = 0 for 
Let us define the dual mapping H~' of H~ by 
(L, nkf )  = (n :L , f ) .  
i=0  . . . . .  k -1 .  
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For all L ~ E* and f ~ E,  we have 
~(.)  - 
0 




( L 0 , u .  
< L,,, ut 1) "'" 
Lk  -- I 
<Lt l,u.> 
<Lk_~,ut I> 
3. T I lE  METHOD OF MOMENTS 
The method of moments, introduced by Vorobyev [68], is based on 
orthogonal projections in a Ililbert space. We shall now generalize it, using 
oblique projections in an arbitrau: vector space E, as presented in [7]. 
Given u o . . . . .  u k ~ E and L o . . . . .  L t -  l ~ E*, the method of moments 
consists in eonstnlcting the linear mapping A t on E t such that 
u I = Atu . ,  
tl 2 = Ak l l  I = A~u. .  
Uk I = Akut -2  = A~ lu o, 
]]kt~tk = "~kut  . I = A~u. ,  
with 11~ as defined in the previous section. These relations completely 
ch,ternfine the mapping A t. Indeed, any u e E t can be written as 
~l = C o11o + "'" +Ck-  1111- 1" 
Thus 
AkU = CoAkUo + "'" +ct  2AkUt  2 + C 'k - lAkt t t - - I  
= c ou l  + "'" +ok  2ut: 1 + r ' t - t t l~ut  E E t .  
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Since Hku k E Ek, we can write 
nkuk  = -13oUo . . . . .  13~ luk - l ,  
that is, 
~oUo + ... +~k_~uk_~ + Hku k 
= ([3o + [3, Aj, + "'" +[31,_ lA~-'  + A~)u o = O. 
But, as seen in the previous section, we have 
(L~,u  k -  Hku k) = 0 for i = 0 . . . . .  k -  1, 
[3o(L i ,uo)  + ... +[3t_ l (L i ,u~,_ l )  + (L i ,uk )  = 0 
tor 
that is, 
Thus, if we set 
/ ; k (~)  = 13,, + "" +13,_ ,  ~ :k-~ + ~:~, 
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then 
i=0 . . . . .  k -  1. 
Pk( Ak)uo  = O, 
which shows that /~k is an annihilating polynomial of A~ fi)r the vector u o. 
I,et A be an eigenvalue of A k. We shall be looking for the eigenelements 
u of A k belonging to E k. Thus, such a u can be written as 
U ~ ao~l 0 '[- " "  +ak_ l t l k_  1 . 
Then 
Akt t  = aoAkuo + "'" +ak-2  Akt tk -2  + ak -  I AkUk-  1 
= aou  1 4- " "  +ak_2Uk__ l  4- a k 1Hkt~ k 
=aou I + "" +ak zu k , + a~_ l ( -~ou,  . . . . .  [3~_luk_l)  
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= -/3,,t,k_. ,U , )+ (a  o -- ,81a k_ i )U l  + ""  +(ak_  2 
= aoAu o + . . .  +a  k . iALtk_ 1 • 
- &_ , : ,~  , ) .~  
.29 
S ince  tl~ . . . . .  u t -  I are l inear ly  independent  in El , ,  we  nmst  have  
- f loa~ -- l = aoa .  
for  i = 0 . . . . .  k - 2. 
that  is, in matr ic ia l  fo rm,  
- A 0 0 " ' "  0 0 - /3  o 
1 -A  0 "'" 0 0 - /3~ 
0 0 0 ""  1 - h -/3~, _ e 
0 0 0 "" 0 1 - /3~ i - A 
( l l l  
( l  I 
0 t, I 
= O. 
S ince  this  svs tmn has  a nonzero  so lut ion ,  its determinant  must  t)(" zero,  
that  is, 
fk(a)  = o. 
.Moreover.  we must  have  a k i * O. s ince  o therwise  all the  a, 's  wou ld  be  zero.  
S ince  an e igene lement  is de f ined  up  to a mul t ip ly ing  fhc'tor, d wn we can 
choose  a~ ~ = ] and  we have  
a k ~ =/3~_~ +A.  
a, = ~,,l +a~- IA  for i =k-  3 ..... O. 
Th is  po lynon l ia l  Pk is the  character i s t i c  pol .~immial  o f  the  k x k matr ix  
:(~ wh ich  represents  the  mapp ing  A k in E~.. Indeed.  as seen  above ,  if" 




Aku = -~ock_ ,Uo + (c  o - c,~._ L , /31)ut  + . . .  +(Ck_  2 - -  ck_  l ,Bk -~. )u ,~- , .  
The transformation mapping the coordinates c o . . . . .  ck-1 of u in the 
basis formed by the elements u 0 . . . . .  uk- t into the coordinates of Aku in 
the same basis is given by 
i) "'" 0 0 -~o  • '' 0 0 -[~1 
• " 0 1 -Bk -~ 
C o 
C I 
Ck-  1 
- -  ~oCk  - 1 
CO - -  Ck -  l ~ l  
Ck -  2 - -  Ck-- l ~k-  l 
Thus, we see that the characteristic polynomial of the matrix Ak is /F k. 
Consequently .4~ is regadar if and only if/3 o ¢ 0 and the rank of Ai, isequal 
to that of A k. In [68], there were some inaccuracies in the study of Pk that 
have now been corrected. Other results on this polynomial can be found in 
[22]. 
In the case where u~ = A~uo, i = 0, 1 . . . . .  it is possible to obtain an 
expression for A k. I_~t u he an arbitra~ element of E k. Then 
[g = CO It* 0 3k """ + Ck - 1U k - 1 " 
Thus 
Au = coAu o + ... +ck_2Au k 2 + ck - lAuk-~ 
=coAu o + ... +ck_2A k - tu  0 + ck_ lAkuo  
= coAku  o + ... +ck_eA~-~Uo + ct, iAkuo ,  
and it follows that 
H k Au  = c o Aku  o + .. .  +c  k_ 2 A~-  lu o + c k_ l t lkUk 
=coAku o + ... +c  k 2A~- luo  +ck_  iA~uo 
= Ak(cou  o + ... +Ck_ lUk_ l )  = AkU , 
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which shows that A k = H kA on E k. Since Ht.u ~ E~ if u ~E k, then the 
domain of A~ can be extended to the whole space E bv setting 
A t = H k A I I  t .  
It must be noticed that A t is not an injection, since H~ is not. 
Let us now come back to the general case and assume that /~k ix regular 
(that is. A t is invertible in E k) and solve the equation 
AkU k = Ilo, 
where t k ~ E~. I~t Pk and Qk- i  be two arbitrau' polynomials of degree k 
and k - 1 respectively, related by 
I - e~(.~) = ~:O~_,(~).  
Thus P~ must satislk/P~(O) = 1, and we have 
u,, - Pk( Ak)uo  = AkQt  l( A~)u,," 
If w(- take 
then 
alld 
It fi)llows that 
e~( ~ ) = P~( ~) / ,~  (o), 
P~(o)  = 1 
Pk(Ak)uo  = O. 
Ak Qk- l (Ak)u , ,  = uo 
32 
which shows that 
vk = Qk-l(At,)u,,. 
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Moreover, from the determinantal formulae giwm above, we have 
1 . . .  ~:k 
(Lo, uo) "" (L0, uk) 
ek(~)  = 
(L~_l ,Uo) ... ( L~_ l ,uk)  
(Lo ,u l )  ... (Lo ,u~)  
(L~_ j, ul)  ... ( L  k 'l, uk) 
and a determinantal formula fi)r v k follows [4, 7. 17]. 
We also have 
I - e , (xk )  = XkQ,_ , (S , ) .  
But Pk(.4k) = 0, by the Cayley-Ilamilton theorem, and it follows that 
~;' = Q, , (~k)  
If E has dimension n, the mappings A and A k are represented by n x n 
matrices and we have 
A--I = Q,, i (A )  • 
4. I,ANCZOS METHOD 
le t  us consider in C" the system of linear equations 
Ax=b.  
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The l,anczos method [44, 45] {br solving this system consists in constructing a 
sequence of vectors (x~) in the following way: 
(1) Choose two arb i t ra l '  nonzc,ro vectors x o and y. 
(2) Set r .~=b-Ax  o. 
(3) l )etennine x, such that 
x k - x 0 ~ E k = span(r o, Ar,, . . . . . .  ,It l r , ) ,  
r k =b-Ax  k 2 I~ = span(y ,A*y  . . . . . .  A ,k  l y ) .  
These two conditions determine x, if it exists. Indeed x, - x o can be 
wr i t t tq l  as  
X k --  X 0 = - -Ot l r  0 . . . . .  ogl,.m k -  I1"(i. 
Multiplying by A and adding and subtracting b leads to 
r k = r o + Ot lAr  o -F . . . .  OtkAkro .  
The orthogonality conditions give 
(A* 'y ,q )=0 t,,~ i=0 . . . . .  k - l ,  
which is a system, of k linear equations in the k mJknox~ls otl . . . . .  ot k. This 
system is regular if and only if Ar  o . . . . .  A kr~ are linearly independent and 
• , , k  I " 
~t, ,4 q . . .  A - y are linearly indelmndent in E~'. 
If we set 
Pk(~)  = 1 -'}- O / l~-{ - " ' "  -{- a'~ ~ k , 
then 
Moreover, if we set 
r k = t '  k (A )  r o . 
i . ,  = (y .  a i=0 .  a . . . . . .  
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and if we define the linear functional c on the space of polynomials by 
= i = 0 ,  1 . . . . .  
then the preceding orthogonality conditions can be written a.s 
c(~'Pk)=O for i=0  . . . . .  k -  1. 
These relations show that Pk is the polynomial of degree at most k 
belonging to the family of formal orthogonal polynomials with respect o c 
[4]. This polynomial is defined apart form a multiplying factor which was 
chosen, in our case, such that Pk(0) = 1. Due to the normalization, Pk exists 
and is unique if and only if the Hankel determinant 
nk  (1) = 
C 1 C 2 . , ,  C k 
C2 C3 " ' "  Ck . I 
Ck Ck + 1 """ C2k  - 1 
is different from zero. We shall now assume that this condition is satisfied for 
• all k. (;ram determinants of Krylov sequences for an orthogonal matrix are 
studied in details in [46]. The Lanczos method for soKing a system of linear 
equations [4,5] is, in fact, equivalent to a method for reducing the matrix to a 
tridiagonal form [44]. This was the path followed bv Lanezos |br obtaining his 
method. The theoretical results relevant o such a representation can be 
fbund in [56]. 
In this section, we shall make a distinction between the Lanczos method 
itself (that is, its theoretical part as explained at the beginning of this section) 
and the various ways of implementing it, that is, the various possibilities fbr 
computing recursively the polynomi~s Pk which lead to the various 
Lanczos-tylm algorithms known under the names of lanczos/Orthores, 
I,anczos/Orthodir, Lanczos/Orthomin, Biores, Biodir, biconjugatc gradient, 
and so on ['25, 31, 40, 59, 69]. Thus, with the previous assumption on the 
Hankel determinants, no breakdown can occur in these algorithms. See [17] 
for a unified derivation of all these algorithms based on formal orthogonal 
polynomials, and [30] for another synthesis. 
An important property of the Lanczos method is its finite termination (in 
exact arithmetic), namely, that ::lk ~ n such that r k = 0 and x~ = x = A- lb.  
Bl,t, since Qk 
lhen 
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I,et us now show that the Lanczos method carl be obtained from the 
generalization of the method of moments given in the preceding section. 
Oblique projections in connection with the Lanezos method were already 
considered in [59]. 
Lot us come hack to the system of linear equations in C n 
Ax =b.  
We choose an arhitrau, vector x 0` we set r o = b - Ax  o, and, in the method 
,)f moments, we take 
u i = A i ro ,  i = 0 . . . . .  k.  
Choosing an arbitrary nonzero vector y,, we define the linear fimctional L, 
( l ' i ,  u 2) = ( Yi, Uj) 
where ( ' , ' )  denotes the usual scalar product in C". Then H k is the oblique 
projection on Ej, along Fk ± , where F~ = span(y0 . . . . .  Yk-l)" 
I,et A k be the matrix obtained by the method of moments, and let x k he 
the vector defined by 
A~(x ,  - x, ,)  = r,,. 
Then. from the results of the preceding section, we have 
x~ - x,, = Q,  ,(a,) r,,. 
I has degree k - 1 and Ai ro= Aikro for i = 0 . . . . .  k - l, 
That is, 
or  
x k - x,, = Qk- . , (  A ) ro"  
Ax k - b - (Ax  o - b)  = AOk_ , (  A ) r  o, 
rk = r , , -  aQk_  ,( a )~, ,  = e~( a )~, , .  
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From the results above, we have 
(y , , r~)  = 0 for i = 0 . . . . .  k -  1, 
which is exactly the Lanczos method, as pre~iously explained, if yi = A*'y 
for i = (} . . . . .  k - 1. Moreover, the preceding polynomial Pk is the same as 
the polynomial Pk considered at the beginning of this section. 
An interesting open question will be to apply the iterative refinement of 
the method of moments given in [50] to the method of Lanczos. 
When the vectors Yi (that is, the linear functionals L,) are arbitrarily 
chosen, we obtain a generalization of the Lanczos method which is no longer 
an orthogonal projection method but an oblique one as described in [59] (or, 
as it is called in [61], a Petrov-Galerkin or an Arnoldi-based method; see also 
[66, p. 293]). In fact, in the general case, the method builds a pair of 
biorthogonal basis for E~ and span( Y0 . . . . .  Yt- l). Arnoldi's method [1] builds 
an orthogonal basis of Et, while Lanczos's method builds a pair of biorthogo- 
nal hasis for E k and Ft; see [59, 60] for a complete exposition. Several 
well-known methods can be put into this framework, and they have close 
connections with extrapolation processes as explained in [63]. Among these 
methods is the (,MRES, introduced in [62]. On this question, see also [8, 47, 
55]. 
l)enoting (since no confiJsion is possible) by L~ the linear fimctional on 
the space of polynomials defined by 
L , ( t J )  = <L,, ,,j> = ( y,, u j ) ,  
then the preceding relations can be written as 
Lz(Pk) =0 tbr i=0  . . . . .  k -  I, 
which shows that P~ belongs to the family of biorthogonal polynomials with 
respect to the fimctionals L,. Such polynomials also satisfy recurrence 
relations (see [7, 23]), but they don't allow, in the general case, an implemen- 
tation as easy as in the standard l~anczos method, for which many possibilities 
(such as Lanczos/Orthores, Lanczos/Orthomin (= beg), Lanczos/Orthodir, 
Biores, Biodir) exist [25, 31, 40, 59, 69], all derived from the theory of formal 
orthogonal polynomials [17]. This theory also proved to be one of the crucial 
ingredients for obtaining breakdown-free processes as proposed in [11-13, 
15, 30]. 
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From the previous expression fi~r Pk, it is easy to see that we have 
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r 0 '" • A / '  F~ 
( , j . .  ~,,) ... ( ! ; , , . .a~, , )  
(!/~ ~,~,,) -.. (!t~ , .4  t~,,) 
( !/,,, A,',, ) --- ( ! / .  :x~,',,) 
(y t  ,, :.,',,) "-- ( ! /~  ,. :.~r,,) 
where tile determinant ill tilt' numerator denotes tilt' vector wlfich is tl.. 
combination of the vectors r~) . . . . .  .4~r~ in the first row obtained by expand- 
ing this determinant according to the classical rules. Thus r~, and x~ exist if 
and only if the determinant in the denominator is different from zero. If that 
is not ihe case, then Pk does not exist and a ]m.akdown occurs in the 
algorithm. It is possible to avoid such a brvakdown by .juml~ing over thesv 
nonexistent pol~aomials P~ and using only the existing ones. This was the 
pr~:edure followed in [11] for the 1.anczos method (that is, when y, -- A*'!/) 
and extended to the C(-;S [15], which is a method due 1o Sonneveld [6-t] 
where the residual vector r k is defimxl by r t = p~e(A)r.. The only break- 
down that these procedures are unable to avoid is the incurahle h~trd ore.. 
Variants were given in [12, 13], where the case of near-breakdown is treated 
similarly by jumping over the pol3q.mfials Pt whose eomtmtation is numeri- 
cally unstable. The case of the near-breakdown i the (:(;S is treated in [1()]. 
where a transt~)se-free algorithm is given. ()ther possibilities for curing the 
breakdown and the near-breakdown i I,anczos-type al~corithms are gix~.n in 
11"98, 30, :3"2, 39, 42, .5.5, 57]. See also [14, 26] for rex-Jews and more refc'reuces. 
The above ratios of determinants for r t can I)e recursively eomlmted bx 
the algorithms g0ven in [8]. They ¢'an also tw obtained via the RPA and the' 
CRPA [5]. These two alfforitlu¢ls have close" connections with the t~eneral 
interpolation and extrapolation probh'ms, recursixe projc'ction, the thmrier 
c'xpansion, and the (;ram-Schmidt orthonormalization process. See 1,9] f¢w a 
rexSew and the correspondin K subroutine, l,et us mention that results on the 
comle, ction hetween matrices, orthogonal and [fiorlhogonal polynomials, and 
the Lam:zos method can be fimnd in [37]. :\ determinantal formula for the 
,:eetors G = P~'-( A)ro obtained by the C(;S [64] is ~i\x'n in [17], and it ~axe 
cise to a ~eneralization of the C(;S to systems of nonlinear ¢'qmttions. Since 
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ratios of determinants are related to Schur complements, formulae of that 
type can be found in [6]. 
As explained in details in [7, 30, 48], the method of moments is also 
closely related to the resolvent of A k, to Pad6 approximants, and to contin- 
ued fractions, but it is not our purpose here to develop this connection. 
I would like to thank the refereesfi~r their very pertinent remarks, which 
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